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We are delighted to be partnering yet again with Vacancysoft
to provide insight into recruitment activity in financial services.
This month the report focuses on vacancies in England and Wales for regulatory and compliance
roles. It analyses data about 3,820 newly announced openings with a total of 172 institutions
and breaks that data down in a variety of ways. Although the first five months of the 24-month
period under review saw a decline in the number of vacancies, since then the situation
has been much more positive. For example, one of the Big Four banks announced 277% more
regulatory and compliance in the last 12 months than in the previous 12-month period.
Should you like to know more about current activity in the
employee landscape, please contact Oliver James Associates.
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Nick Godson
Group Director

Overview
Demand for staff to fill regulatory and compliance

Regulatory & compliance vacancies

posts in the Financial Services industry showed

England & Wales, Aug 2015 - Jul 2017

good growth over the 12 months ended 31 July
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regulatory and compliance roles was 16.6% higher
than it had been in the previous 12-month period. It
is also a very promising sign that, in contrast to the
downwards trend in vacancy volumes over the 12
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2017. The number of vacancies in FinServ firms for

months ended 31 July 2016, the trend over the most
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openings shows fairly significant variation from

Rolling three-month average
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relatively low volumes of vacancies when compared

England & Wales, Aug 2015 - Jul 2016 vs Aug 2016 - Jul 2017

to the wider FinServ industry. The dotted line of
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to-month variations. After being fairly flat in the
period from March 2016 to the end of that year, the
average has since shown a distinct upwards trend.

Number of vacancies

figure 1 shows the rolling three-month average,
which reduces the effects of seasonality and month-
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month to month, which is illustrated by figure 1
opposite. However, that is partially a result of the
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The largest fall in demand from one month to the

March 2017. Although Article 50 was triggered at
the end of March, there were also other factors to
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40.6% surge in regulatory and compliance openings
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vacancies than April, which suggests companies

Trend (Aug ‘16 - Jul ’17)

England & Wales, Aug 2015 - Jul 2016 vs Aug 2016 - Jul 2017

at least a lull in hiring. Also, March 2017 had seen a

should also note that May 2017 had 30.5% more

Trend (Aug ‘15 - Jul ’16)

Aug ‘16 - Jul ’17
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resulting holiday period would be expected to cause

after such a jump in demand is not uncommon. One

Aug ‘15 - Jul ’16
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consider. The Easter of 2017 was in March and the

compared to February of 2017 and some slowdown
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Compliance Vacancies

The number of Compliance vacancies (i.e. all of
those from the following sub-specialisms: AML Risk/

Compliance vacancies, by sector

Compliance, Compliance, Fraud Risk/Compliance,

England & Wales, Aug 2015 - Jul 2017

KYC Compliance and Portfolio Compliance) in
dataset for the 12-month period ended 31 July 2017
was 14% higher than it had been in the previous
12-month period.
Investment Finance

Although the Commercial Banking sector accounts
Commercial Banking

for the majority of new Compliance openings, i.e.
69% in the 24 months covered by the dataset, that
Fintech

Consumer
Finance

Insurance

sector was the only one which had fewer vacancies

Fig. 04

Compliance vacancies, by sector

12-month period on 12-month period. The fall of 3%
in new Compliance posts here saw the share of the
sector in all Compliance vacancies fall from 75% in
the 12 months ended 31 July 2016 to 64% in the
next 12-month period. By contrast, the growth rates

England & Wales, Aug 2015 - Jul 2016 vs Aug 2016 - Jul 2017

recorded for the other sectors covered by this report
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varied from excellent to spectacular.

Insurance

The second largest sector in terms of number of
Compliance vacancies, Investment Finance, saw

Consumer Finance

growth of 59% 12-month period on 12-month
period, which, though nothing short of excellent, was

Investment Finance

also the slowest rate of growth by any sector which
experienced growth. However, that did result in the
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share all vacancies which the sector accounted
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Compliance vacancies, by region

for in rising to 24% in the most recent 12-month
period. FinTech firms have been drawing a lot of
attention recently and they were also the source
of 67% more Compliance vacancies 12-month

England & Wales, Aug 2015 - Jul 2016 vs Aug 2016 - Jul 2017

period on 12-month period, although one should
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note that they still account for slightly less than 2%

East Midlands

of all Compliance vacancies. The number of new
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Compliance posts with Insurance companies nearly

North West England

doubled, rising by 96% period on period, while

West Midlands

Compliance openings with Consumer Finance firms

South East England

rose by 71%.

South West England

Greater London is the location of most Compliance
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vacancies in the dataset. With period-on-period
growth of 24%, its share of all new openings grew to
60% in the most recent 12-month period.

Regulatory Vacancies

Looking at strictly defined Regulatory vacancies
(i.e. only those from the Regulatory Operations and

Regulatory vacancies, by sector

Regulatory Risk/Compliance sub-specialisms), the

England & Wales, Aug 2015 - Jul 2017

number of vacancies in the dataset for the 12-month
period ended 31 July 2017 was identical to that for
the previous 12-month period. However, there was
change in demand from all but one of the sectors
covered by the dataset.

Investment Finance
Commercial Banking

Interestingly, the change by sector in Regulatory
vacancies was distinctly different to the situation with
Compliance posts: demand from the Commercial
Banking sector, which fell for Compliance staff,
showed the fastest growth rate and largest growth

Consumer
Finance

in volume of vacancies for Regulatory staff. The

Insurance
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increase in demand from this sector of 10%

Regulatory vacancies, by sector

12-month period on 12-month period resulted in
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the share of all Regulatory vacancies it accounts for
rising from 65% in the 12 months ended 31 July
2016 to 72% in the next 12-month period. However,
one should note that this growth only equated to 27
more new Regulatory posts in Commercial Banking
firms. The number of vacancies for Regulatory staff
announced by Investment Finance companies fell

Insurance

Consumer Finance

Investment Finance

by 23% 12-month period on 12-month period,
which was a drop of 28 posts. While demand from

Commercial Banking

Consumer Finance firms for Regulatory staff did rise
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by 9%, that only equated to one more post. The
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number of Regulatory openings with Insurance
companies was the same in both of the 12-month
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Regulatory vacancies, by region

periods under review.
In terms of geographical distribution of vacancies,
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England & Wales, Aug 2015 - Jul 2016 vs Aug 2016 - Jul 2017
Other

London absolutely dominates, accounting for slightly
more than 80% of all new openings in the dataset.
However, the region did see a period-on-period fall
in Regulatory vacancies of 4%. The best growth
from any region was by the West Midland; although

North West England
South West England
West Midlands

one should note that nearly two thirds of the 112%
growth there was by just one bank, HSBC. Also,

Greater London

112% growth only equated to 19 more vacancies.
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Fastest Growing Companies; Specific Roles
We can gain some interesting conclusions from

Top companies by vacancy growth rate

breaking down the vacancies by the employers
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10 opposite lists the top 15 institutions in terms of
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growth in vacancies. It excludes firms which did
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not announce at least 20 vacancies in either of the

Goldman Sachs
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12-month periods and so does not include the likes
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of WorldPay and Investec which recorded growth of
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Barclays
American Express

Fig. 10

employers in order of percentage growth in the
number of new openings they announced. Figure

450% and 500%, respectively, but did so from very
low bases (each of those firms only announced two
regulatory & compliance vacancies in the 12-month
period ended 31 July 2017).
While one might expect to see the usual banks
at the top of a list of the institutions announcing
the largest volumes of regulatory & compliance
vacancies, seeing Barclays at the top of the list of
companies with fastest-growing demand might
be something of a surprise. However, the dataset
contains only 44 regulatory & compliance openings
announced by Barclays between 1 August 2015
and 31 July 2016 and 166 in the subsequent

Vacancies by selected roles

12-month period, which equates to growth of

England & Wales, Aug 2015 - Jul 2016 vs Aug 2016 - Jul 2017

277%. The rest of the Big Four did less well. Lloyds
saw period-on-period growth of 14%, but that

Data Security (GDPR)

only equated to four more posts than the previous
12-month period. HSBC announced 4% fewer

Regulatory Change

regulatory & compliance vacancies than it had in
the 12 months ended 31 July 2016, while RBS saw

MIDIF

a fall of 27% 12-month period on 12-month period.
Looking at selected specific roles, it is noticeable
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that FinServ firms are still concerned about the
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Regulation: vacancies for Data Protection staff who
specialise in GDPR shot up by 1,700%. Demand
for specialists in Markets in Financial Instruments
Directive also saw very rapid growth, up by 438%
period on period.
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About Vacancysoft
Vacancysoft is a subscription-based data publisher for the Recruitment Industry. Established
in 2006, we now have thousands of subscribers worldwide, clients range from FTSE
listed businesses to industry specialists, whereby we optimise business development
and client care.
Our Vacancy Tracker provides real-time updates of the latest vacancies being published
on company websites, with every user having the ability to create their own personalised
feed. Sign up for a free trial at vacancysoft.com/FreeTrial
Our Market Reports are written in partnership with leading organisations in the recruitment
industry providing unique analysis and insight on the latest trends and are frequently quoted
in leading business media. Please email our support team at support@vacancysoft.com
if you have any specific questions regarding this report.
Our Recruitment Industry Insights Newsletter contains all the reports, along with other
analysis we produce and are published to all relevant people in the recruitment industry.
Register for our newsletter at vacancysoft.com/Newsletter
Our Business Intelligence Unit then works with clients to provide bespoke solutions
enabling greater insight on market trends enhancing strategy and planning. Contact us
to find out more at support@vacancysoft.com
vacancysoft.com

About Oliver James
Established in 2002, Oliver James Associates is a global specialist recruitment partner
to the Financial Services, Professional Services, Commerce & Industry sectors. Our shared
values define our working practices and help guide our decisions, actions and behaviours;
innovation, passion, adaptability, partnership, respect and excellence. At the core of our six
values is the collective aspiration to be the most valued and essential recruitment partner,
globally.
We recruit up to C-suite level across key markets in the UK, Ireland, continental Europe,
US and Asia Pacific, offering retained, contingency, contract and interim search services.
Excellence in delivery is embedded in our culture. We identify and place the best talent for
our partners across 14 vertical markets, developing local and international relationships built
on trust and uncompromising ethics and integrity.
Our global teams of specialist consultants are experts in their vertical markets with an
unrivalled network of mid to senior level professionals worldwide. Our consultants anticipate
market demand and successfully deliver on identifying, attracting and placing rare talent
within their areas of expertise, creating long-term value for our partners.
ojassociates.com
Contacts details
Get in touch with our Client Relationship Team
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